Purpose: To develop a distortion correction method for echo planar imaging (EPI) that is able to measure dynamic changes in B 0 . Theory and Methods: The approach we propose is based on single-echo EPI with a jittering of the echo time between two values for alternate time points. Field maps are calculated between phase images from adjacent volumes and are used to remove distortion from corresponding magnitude images. The performance of our approach was optimized using an analytical model and by comparison with field maps from dual-echo EPI. The method was tested in functional MRI experiments at 7T with motor tasks and compared with the conventional static approach. Results: Unwarping using our method was accurate even for head rotations up to 8.2
INTRODUCTION
Gradient-recalled echo planar imaging (EPI) is the most commonly used sequence for functional MRI, providing high sensitivity to blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal changes and high temporal resolution. BOLD sensitivity is increased by the use of ultrahigh magnetic fields (1) (2) (3) (4) . EPI at ultrahigh field suffers, however, from increased geometric distortions (5) , particularly near the ear canals and sinuses. Distortion also changes dynamically due to head motion (6, 7) and respiration (8) (9) (10) (11) . Both static and dynamic effects lead to mislocalization of activation. The most common approach to correct distortion is to measure a single B 0 field map (FM) and use this to unwarp all EPI volumes in subsequent functional MRI (fMRI) runs (called static distortion correction [SDC] ) (12) (13) (14) . A single FM does not capture motion and respiration related effects, however. It is therefore desirable to develop a dynamic distortion correction (DDC) method in which an up-to-date FM is generated and applied to each volume.
Dynamic distortion correction can be realized using FMs calculated from multiecho EPI (15) phase data (an approach known as Dynamic Off-resonance Correction with Multiecho Acquisition [DOCMA]) (16) . The acquisition of at least two echoes, however, imposes spatio-temporal limitations, particularly with short T2* values at ultrahigh magnetic fields.
Several DDC approaches based on single-echo EPI have been proposed (17) (18) (19) (20) . All of them share the assumption that the echo time (TE)-independent phase contribution, arising primarily from B1 field inhomogeneities and often termed the "phase offset" (w o ) is constant throughout the time series. Subtracting w o from the phase images and dividing by the echo time (TE) yields a FM (17, 18) . DDC methods in this category need a reference scan in order to fully unwarp EPI, and have only been tested for moderate motion [eg, up to 0.2 rotation (18)] using volume coils (18, 20) and at field strengths up to 3T (17) (18) (19) (20) , where w o varies slowly in space. For measurements at 7T with multichannel coils, each coil element is subject to a different offset, and the RF wavelength is shorter (21) . The assumption of temporal stability of w o has yet to be examined, especially for larger motion and multichannel coils.
We propose a reference-free approach in which the TE is "jittered" between two values, one for odd and one for even time points, without loss of temporal resolution. FMs are calculated from consecutive pairs of volumes and used to correct distortion in corresponding magnitude images. We refer to this method as jittered-TE DDC. The effects of motion and respiration on the accuracy of jittered-TE DDC are studied analytically and experimentally. The performance of the jittered-TE approach is assessed with respect to a reference dual-echo method, DOCMA, and in comparison with SDC. The BOLD sensitivity of the jittered-TE sequence is compared with that of standard EPI in a block design experiment incorporating hand and foot tasks. Finally, we compare the accuracy of SDC and jittered-TE DDC in the localization of activation in the primary motor cortex.
THEORY
The local magnetic field inhomogeneity (DB 0 , in Hz) is proportional to the difference between two phase images, Dw, obtained at different echo times (TE 1 , TE 2 ) (12):
:
All calculations are performed voxel-wise, and the x; y; z ð
Þcoordinates are omitted in further expressions. A voxel shift map (VSM), specifying how much each voxel has to be shifted in order to restore the signal to the correct position, can be derived from DB 0 :
where t etl is the total echo train length. The phase images w TE1 and w TE2 are commonly acquired using a gradient echo (GE) sequence prior to the EPI time series, and yielding a single static FM which is applied to subsequent EPI volumes in one or more time series (or "runs"). In the DOCMA approach, w TE1 and w TE2 are obtained from two echoes of a multiecho EPI sequence, and DB 0 is calculated for each time point.
The jittered-TE approach is based on a single-echo EPI with a jitter of the echo time (ie, one TE for odd and another for even time points). DB 0 can be calculated from the phase evolution between each odd-even pair of volumes. This should represent field inhomogeneities at both time points, but the FM can be disrupted by changes in frequency between consecutive time points due to respiration (10), motion, or scanner instabilities. To assess this effect, we express the frequencies as v 2 ¼ v 1 þ dv, where dv is a frequency change between time point 1 and 2. The corresponding phases are 
making it apparent that DB 0 deviates from the true values by dv TE 1 =DTE þ 1 ð Þ for the first time point and dv TE 2 =DTE À 1 ð Þfor the second time point. These errors can therefore be reduced by decreasing TE or increasing DTE. Additionally, in the sampling regime below the Nyquist rate, decreasing repetition time (TR) also reduces errors, because faster sampling reduces dv.
METHODS

Image Acquisition
Measurements were performed with a 7T whole body MR Magnetom scanner (Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) and a 32-channel head coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, Massachusetts, USA). The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Medical University of Vienna. Eleven volunteers (men, n ¼ 9; women, n ¼ 2; age, 27 6 4 years) participated in the study after providing written, informed consent. Four experiments were designed to estimate FM errors, optimize the jittered-TE sequence, and evaluate the performance of the approach in the presence of large motion and in a block design fMRI experiment. High temporal but low spatial resolution EPI was acquired with the birdcage transceive coil for experiment 1 to capture the dynamics of respiration-related phase changes. The 32-channel array was used in all other experiments. A combined dual-echo jittered-TE sequence was used in experiment 2 so that the jittered-TE could be optimized and both the jittered-TE and SDC methods could be compared with the reference DOCMA method. A single-echo jittered-TE sequence was used for experiments 3 and 4 to avoid the spatio-temporal and TE constraints of multiecho acquisitions. All EPIs were measured with a posterior-anterior phase encoding direction to reduce signal pile-up. Dualecho GE scans were also acquired for SDC: two before and two after each EPI run. These had the same geometry as the EPI and TEs ¼ [5, 10] ms. The readout direction was reversed in the second scan of each pair to allow gradient delay effects to be eliminated (22) .
Experiment 1: Estimation of Respiration-Induced Phase Fluctuations
Seven volunteers were instructed to lie still and breathe normally. Phase images were acquired using single-echo EPI with a low spatial and high temporal resolution and the following parameters: matrix ¼ 64 Â 64; 9 slices with 10% gap; voxel dimensions ¼ 3. Four volunteers were asked, in a first acquisition, to lie still and, in a second acquisition, to rotate their head slowly about the left-right axis (ie, a slow nod). A dual-echo jittered-TE sequence was implemented to allow estimation of the accuracy of the jittered-TE approach with respect to the reference DOCMA method with different DTEs and TRs. The parameters of this combined sequence were adjusted within the spatio-temporal constraints of a dual-echo acquisition using the following parameters: matrix ¼ 64 Â 64; 9 slices with 10% gap; voxel dimensions ¼ 3. 
Data Analysis
Separate channel magnitude and phase images were postprocessed in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). Phase differences were obtained using a separate channel approach (25) for GE-based FMs and a Hermitian inner product (26) for EPI-based (DOCMA and jittered-TE) FMs. Phase unwrapping was performed using 2D PRELUDE v2.0 (27) . Residual phase jumps of integer multiples of 2p between adjacent slices and time points were removed (21). FMs were calculated from phase difference images according to Equation [1] , and VSMs were derived using Equation [2] . For static FM, two field maps with opposite readout polarities were averaged, removing gradient delay effects.
Experiment 1: Estimation of Respiration-Induced Phase Fluctuations
Regions of interest (ROIs) with 3 Â 3 voxels positioned centrally (but avoiding CSF) were selected manually in unwrapped and jump-corrected phase in all brain slices. The mean and standard deviation of the phase difference between respiration minima and maxima were calculated for each ROI in each slice. The dominant frequency in the spectrum of phase fluctuations was noted as the respiration frequency of that volunteer. time (Fig. 1b) . Root-mean-square error maps were calculated from VSM differences:
where N is the total number of volumes (Fig. 1a) . Additionally, a comparison between experimental and modeled jittered-TE VSM errors was performed to test the accuracy of the error estimation in Equation [3] . Modeled data were obtained taking DOCMA FMs as v t ð Þ and reproducing jittered-TE phase images by multiplying v t ð Þ by the corresponding TE: w odd=even t ð Þ ¼ 2pv odd=even t ð ÞÁTE odd=even . This phase was used to calculate jittered-TE FMs from adjacent time points. The difference between modeled jittered-TE VSMs and DOCMA VSMs was calculated, and root-meansquare error maps were generated.
Experiment 3: Comparison of the Accuracy of the Static and Jittered-TE Dynamic Distortion Correction in the Presence of Motion
The extent of head rotation was estimated using the SPM8 realignment tool (28) . Static FMs were masked and smoothed, extrapolating signal beyond the brain boundary. VSMs derived from static FMs were applied to themselves, "forward warping" them to the EPI space. Jittered-TE FMs were also smoothed but not masked (as they matched brain boundaries in the corresponding EPI volumes well) and converted to VSMs. In all cases, smoothing was applied using a discretized spline smoother [MATLAB function smoothn.m (29) ] with the smoothing parameter equal to 1. Combined magnitude EPI data were statically and dynamically corrected using the corresponding static or jittered-TE VSMs. Because voxel shifts are generally non-integer, linear interpolation in phase-encode (PE) direction (MATLAB function interp1.m) was used to regrid the unwarped data to the original 128 Â 128 matrix. Unwarped and original EPI data were motion corrected with respect to distortionfree GE reference, and residual distortions were quantified by visual inspection in the MRIcro software.
Experiment 4: Evaluation of the Performance of Jittered-TE DDC in a Block Design fMRI Task
Magnitude fluctuations arising from TE jittering were removed by calculating the mean intensity in odd and even volumes ( I odd , I even ) and multiplying even volumes by the ratio I odd = I even . Standard EPI and intensitycorrected jittered-TE data were slice-timing and motion corrected to the GE reference prior to general linear model analysis. Preprocessing and statistical analysis was performed with SPM8 (28). Task-related signal change was modeled with a box-car function convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. Broad anatomical ROIs were manually defined around the hand and foot areas of the primary motor cortex. The mean suprathreshold t values in hand and foot ROIs (P < 0.05, family-wise error corrected for multiple comparisons) were calculated for each subject. Wilcoxon sign-rank paired tests with P < 0.05 were performed for the number of suprathreshold voxels and the mean suprathreshold t value in hand and foot areas (four tests) to assess possible differences in the BOLD sensitivity between standard and jittered-TE EPI.
In order to assess potential difference in the localization of primary hand and foot regions with and without distortion correction, jittered-TE EPI runs were additionally unwarped using the SDC or jittered-TE DDC approach, as in experiment 3, prior to SPM8 preprocessing and general linear model analysis. Activation results were compared visually. Distortions in the proximity of the hand and foot area of the motor cortex were estimated from the original (noDC), SDC, and DDC magnitude data with respect to the distortion-free GE reference. This analysis was performed in small cuboid ROIs, covering 8-25 mm in the readout direction and 16-33 mm in the PE direction and 2-4 slices. The matrix size in the PE direction was expanded by a factor of 20, allowing subvoxel shifts to be detected. Distorted and unwarped EPI magnitude values were iteratively shifted up or down along the PE direction in steps corresponding to 0.05 voxels in the original data. A Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated between noDC, SDC, or DDC EPI and a reference GE magnitude for each shift and for each PE line in the ROI. The extent of distortion was taken to be the value of shift corresponding to the highest correlation coefficient.
RESULTS
Experiment 1: Estimation of Respiration-Induced Phase Fluctuations
The mean phase difference between respiration maxima and minima over subjects was 0.2 6 0.1 rad in the most ventral slice. This decreased in dorsal direction, consistent with previous reports (8, 10, 11) . The mean respiration frequency, estimated from images, was 0.237 6 0.065 Hz, in agreement with the literature (11). If TR ! 2.1s (is above Nyquist rate), the maximum frequency change between adjacent time points due to respiration can thus reach dv ¼ 0.2/(2p Á 0.022) ¼ 1.45 Hz. Corresponding jittered-TE VSM errors can be estimated from Equation [3] using this value of dv and converting to voxel shifts according to Equation [2] . Table 1 lists VSM errors expected with sequence parameters from experiments 2, 3, and 4. VSM errors decrease with increasing DTE, and are less than 0.3 voxels for DTE ¼ 6 ms. Increasing DTE to 8 ms would reduce VSM errors by <1%. Note, however, that this calculation models respiration effects only. An example of modeled and experimental jittered-TE VSM error maps and plots is shown in Figure 1 . Data with DTE ¼ 0.8 and DTE ¼ 6.0 ms from a single representative subject performing no intentional motion were chosen. Modeling using a DOCMA FM to define the frequency offset allowed the spatial distribution and temporal fluctuations of jittered-TE VSM errors to be quantified. For the scan with DTE ¼ 0.8 ms, these were substantially larger than with DTE ¼ 6.0 ms. The frequency change due to respiration (in no-motion datasets) between adjacent time points reached up to 1 Hz, which is in agreement with the result in experiment 1 (1.45 Hz for the worst-case scenario).
Jittered-TE and static VSM error maps were compared for both the "breathing, no motion" and "breathing þ motion" conditions (Fig. 2) . With a short DTE of 0.8 ms, respirationrelated errors were higher in jittered-TE VSMs than in static VSMs (Fig. 2a, first and second row) . The difference between DOCMA and jittered-TE VSMs fluctuated between (À0.5, 0.5) voxels in the ROI in a ventral slice (Fig. 2b, first row) and between (0.2, À0.4) voxels in the ROI in a dorsal slice (Fig. 2b, second row) . Jittered-TE VSM errors were reduced with increasing DTE, reaching a level similar to that observed in static VSM for DTE ¼ 6.0 ms (Fig. 2, third and fourth row) . In the measurements with DTE ¼ 6.0 ms and the slow nod, errors were much higher for static VSMs (Fig. 2 , fifth through eighth rows). The plots illustrate how the static VSMs diverge from DOCMA VSMs with head movement while jittered-TE VSMs remain accurate. In the ROI from a ventral slice, static VSM errors reached a value of 0.8 voxels for the data with TR ¼ 1200 ms and cumulative rotation (ie, pitch þ roll þ yaw) up to 8.5 ( Fig. 2b , fifth row) and 1.0 voxels for the data with TR ¼ 2400 ms and rotation up to 8.2 (Fig. 2b, seventh row) . The errors in the jittered-TE VSMs increased slightly with TR, reaching a maximum of about 0.2 voxels for TR ¼ 2400 ms when respiration and motion was present (compare ) with SDC and jittered-TE DDC in the presence of motion are presented for one subject in Figure 3 and two other subjects in Supporting Figures S1 and S2. Two slices are shown at three time points; those with the smallest, intermediate, and largest cumulative rotations with respect to the GE reference. There were unwarping errors in all SDC images (column c) in each figure, which increased with head rotation. SDC leads to blurring and incorrect correction close the ventricles, even for the smallest rotation (0.3 ) (Fig. 3c, top row) . For the maximum head rotation, deformations in SDC data reached 8.2 mm for the first two volunteers (Fig. 3 and Supporting Fig. S1 , ventral slice, green arrows) and 6.6 mm for the third volunteer (Supporting Fig. S2, green arrows) . Unwarping errors of about 1.6 mm were visible close to the inverted omega of the central sulcus in Supporting Figure S2 (dorsal slice, green arrows). No residual distortions were apparent after jittered-TE DDC.
Experiment 4: Evaluation of the Performance of Jittered-TE DDC in a Block Design fMRI Task
This experiment was performed to assess whether the BOLD sensitivity of the jittered-TE sequences was compromised, compared with standard EPI, by changes to the echo time. No distortion correction was applied to either the standard or jittered-TE data. Sample hand   FIG. 4 . Comparison of hand activation maps from volunteer V1 derived from standard (second row) and jittered-TE (third row) EPI runs without distortion correction. The fourth row shows a manually defined anatomical ROI in the hand region of the primary motor cortex. Suprathreshold voxels from t maps in the anatomical ROI are shown in the fifth row for standard and in the sixth row for jittered-TE EPI. In the bottom row, the mean BOLD signal changes in suprathreshold voxels is plotted for standard EPI (black) and jittered-TE EPI (red), showing very similar behavior.
activation maps from the two sequences are shown in Figure 4 . The distribution of activated voxels in the two sequences was similar (Fig. 4 , second and third row). Voxels with P < 0.05 from standard and jittered-TE t maps in the anatomical ROI are shown in the fifth and sixth rows of Figure 4 . The mean BOLD signal changes in suprathreshold voxels over three runs are presented at the bottom of Figure 4 , and show that 1) there are no residual fluctuations in the magnitude between odd and even time points following intensity correction (red line) and 2) the two methods have similar BOLD sensitivity. Similar results were obtained for the activated foot area (Supporting Fig. S3) . A summary of hand and foot activation results for all volunteers is presented in Table 2 . Wilcoxon signed-rank paired tests showed that there was no significant difference between the standard and jittered-TE sequence in the number of suprathreshold voxels or the mean suprathreshold t value (see Table 2 , mean over volunteers).
Hand activation results after noDC, SDC, or jittered-TE DDC are compared in Figure 5 . The green line is the outline of the posterior boundary of the central sulcus, which was traced on the distortion-free GE reference (column 1). For each volunteer (V1-V6), the activation results originate from the same three jittered-TE EPI runs after different unwarping procedures. The activated region in the noDC t map was located anterior to the central sulcus for all the volunteers, with a clearly visible gap for V1, V2, V3, and V6 (of about 1-2 voxels). In V3, the SDC shifted a part of the activated region posterior to the central sulcus. For all subjects after DDC and for five subjects (all except V3) after SDC, activation was located on the anterior wall of the central sulcus, following its shape, as expected for the hand knob area (30) . The t values in the SDC results were slightly higher, especially for the voxels outside the primary hand region (background), and more blurred than in noDC and DDC results.
Distortion estimates in the proximity of activated hand and foot areas are summarized in Table 3 . For all volunteers, the mean distortion in the noDC data was !1.6 mm, reaching a maximum of 3.9 mm for a hand (V1) and 6.3 mm for a foot area (V5). The distortions were partially reduced by the SDC. The DDC led in some cases to similar results (eg, V1 and V2 foot ROI), but in most cases to a greater reduction of distortions. For V3, in which the hand activation after SDC was shifted posterior to the central sulcus (Fig. 5) , the mean distortion in the hand ROI after SDC was equal to 1 mm and reached a maximum of 1.7 mm. The distortions in V3 were reduced by DDC to 0.1 mm on average with the maximum being 0.4 mm. In the foot ROI, the largest discrepancy between the SDC and the DDC was for V5, where the maximum distortions in noDC data of 6.3 mm was reduced to 1.2 mm by the SDC to 0.2 mm by the DDC. Visual inspection showed the effectiveness of SDC to be further reduced close to the sinuses, as in experiment 3. For V3 and V5, those distortions in SDC data reached up to 6.6 mm (4 voxels). No residual distortions were apparent in this region in DDC results.
DISCUSSION
We have presented a method for dynamic distortion correction based on single-echo EPI. A jittering of the TE between adjacent EPI volumes allows FMs to be calculated between consecutive time points. This approach has been tested at 7T, where prominent static and dynamic distortions are well documented. We have shown that those distortions are accurately corrected with jittered-TE DDC if appropriate sequence parameters are used, and that an SDC fails to fully correct or even increases distortions if the head is rotated by a few degrees during the EPI time series. In the presence of task-related motion, distortion was reduced more effectively by jittered-TE DDC than the SDC approach. SDC was also found to blur activation, an effect not observed with the jittered-TE DDC. The BOLD sensitivity of a sequence with jittered TE odd,even ¼ [19, 25] ms was comparable to that of a standard EPI sequence with TE ¼ 22 ms.
To our knowledge, this is the first study at 7T to investigate the performance of a DDC method based on singleecho EPI. Other DDC approaches have been suggested, Four tests were performed with standard-jittered-TE pairs of values; the difference between either the mean t values or the number of suprathresholded voxels was tested.
a P values obtained from Wilcoxon signed-rank paired tests at the P < 0.05 significance level.
based on periodic variation in phase blips (31), echo time, or gradient reversal (32), although neither study presented results for the dynamic variant. Prior work using single-echo EPI-based DDC has also assessed performance at 3T or lower field strengths, has required a reference scan for a complete distortion correction, has been founded on the assumption that the w o is constant over the fMRI measurement time (17) (18) (19) (20) , and has used volume receive coils (18, 20) . A separate scan is required for the SDC method (33,34) and for dynamic methods based on the temporal stability of w o . As well as increasing measurement time, the need FIG. 5. Comparison between activation maps in a hand ROI after no (noDC), static (SDC), or jittered-TE dynamic (DDC) distortion correction for all volunteers participating in the motor task fMRI experiment. The hand ROI is marked by the red rectangle in the reference GE image. The green line in the enlarged GE ROI marks the posterior border of the central sulcus. The same line was marked on all activation maps. After DDC, activation for all volunteers was located on the anterior wall of the central sulcus and followed its curvature, as is expected for the hand knob area. After SDC, the activation was located on the anterior wall of the central sulcus in five of six volunteers (all except V3).
for a separate scan makes the experiment more prone to inconsistent geometry or shim between the reference scan and EPI to be corrected, especially when a large number of runs is performed. Jittered-TE DDC requires no reference scan, obtaining all the necessary information directly from the EPI in each fMRI run.
Jittered-TE FMs do not accurately represent the DB 0 at two time points if there is a substantial change in the field between the two (eg, due to motion or respiration). Our estimates of the average respiration frequency (0.237 6 0.065 Hz) and the maximum respirationinduced field changes in healthy subjects at 7T (1.45 Hz) are in good agreement with the literature (8, 10, 11) . We have shown that jittered-TE FM errors due to respiration can be estimated analytically for any sequence parameters using the maximum value of respiration-induced field changes. With the parameters chosen for the motor task fMRI, those errors were <0.5 mm. This analysis allows errors at other field strengths to be predicted. At 3T, for instance, we would expect the maximum respiration-induced field changes to be 1.45 Á 3/7 ¼ 0.62 Hz. With the same TR, DTE, RBW, and voxel dimensions as were used in this study, and TEs around a value typically used at 3 T (ie, TE odd,even ¼ [32, 38] In this study, we demonstrated that jittered-TE FM errors can be reduced to a low level by an appropriate selection of TE, DTE, and TR. TR is usually constrained by the desired coverage and TE by BOLD sensitivity. There is generally more freedom in the selection of DTE. Increasing DTE reduces errors in jittered-TE FMs but risks reducing BOLD contrast and increasing TR. A compromise was made here with DTE ¼ 6 ms, which yielded residual erroneous shifts of a small fraction of a voxel while requiring changes to TE, which in turn had a modest influence on TR and no observable effect on BOLD sensitivity [given the broad maximum in the BOLD sensitivity versus TE curve (35) ].
Using DOCMA as a reference in experiment 2, we showed that the optimized jittered-TE FMs depicted DB 0 inhomogeneities with high accuracy. Because the jittered-TE DDC is not subject to the spatio-temporal limitations of the DOCMA approach, we also performed measurements with higher spatial resolution in experiments 3 and 4 and used distortion-free GE scans as a reference. Experiment 3 demonstrated that jittered-TE DDC accurately unwarps images when large, slow motion is present, whereas the SDC can increase geometric distortions, mainly close to brain boundaries and sinuses. If large and abrupt movement was present in the middle of EPI time series (eg, between volume n and n 1 1), the errors in the corresponding jittered-TE FMs can be significant. This could be remedied by identifying the volumes affected (eg, using motion estimates) and substituting the affected FM by the closest unaffected FMs or by an interpolation between them. The Pearson correlation analysis in experiment 4 showed residual distortions in SDC reaching 1.7 mm in the hand and 1.2 mm in the foot ROI. Residual distortions in DDC, due to motion and breathing, were generally smaller than in the SDC case (maximum always below 1 mm). Distortions of up to 6.6 mm were recognized in the SDC results close to the sinuses, where the DDC left no visible distortion. This is of potential importance in fMRI studies of emotions that elicit prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex activation (36, 37) . The differences between the uncorrected and the statically and dynamically unwarped data could be much larger in patients and children, who usually move more (38, 39) .
FMs estimated in the EPI space (as in jittered-TE DDC) do not allow signal pileup, which can occur due to nonlinear distortions to be resolved. Using a posteriorÀanterior phase encoding direction ensures that signal pile-ups are negligible. In the motor cortex, signal is in fact stretched rather than piled-up (40) . Any distortion correction that uses VSM introduces blurring, because of the interpolation used to regrid the unwarped data to the original matrix. This was more apparent in SDC than DDC, however, especially in experiment 3 and the activation maps from experiment 4.
It is possible to calculate a VSM between two singleecho EPI acquisitions without changing the TE by "jittering" the gradient moment of the phase prewinder in adjacent volumes between two values that differ by an integer number of phase blips (33) . This is subject to the same VSM errors as jittered-TE method from phase changes between adjacent time points. A single PE blip shifts the data acquisition window in k-space by one PE line, which corresponds to the time of a single echo spacing (here 0.75 ms) and would produce similar errors to our measurements with DTE ¼ 0.8 ms. Increasing the prewinder jitter to multiple PE blips in order to reduce VSM errors could lead to type 2 signal loss (41), especially if partial Fourier and acceleration were used, because of the low number of acquired k-space lines.
The jittered-TE approach is especially suited for short TR applications, as reducing TR generally reduces jittered-TE FM errors. Additional benefits over those shown here are therefore expected when combining the jittered-TE DDC with simultaneous multislice/ multi-band EPI (42) (43) (44) or highly accelerated 3D EPI (45) .
CONCLUSIONS
Jittered-TE DDC is a dynamic distortion correction approach based on single-echo EPI. It requires the echo time to be alternated between odd and even time points in EPI, which allows the calculation of FMs dynamically, directly from the fMRI data. There is no need for a reference scan, and with appropriate TEs and TR the approach yields accurate FMs even in the presence of motion. Spatio-temporal resolution is not compromised, and there was no observable reduction in BOLD sensitivity compared to conventional EPI in the experiment design used here. The method can be applied in a wide range of fMRI experiments, especially those in which substantial motion is expected.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article. Supporting Information Supporting Figure S1 . (a) A distortion-free GE reference for volunteer V2 with cumulative head rotation up to 7.8 performed during EPI acquisition compared with (b) the degree of distortion in raw EPI, (c) the accuracy of SDC, and (d) the accuracy of jittered-TE DDC. Red lines highlight structures of interest (eg, brain boundaries, central sulcus). Distortions in SDC data reached up to 8.2 mm at the brain boundary (green arrows, fifth row). Unwarping with the jittered-TE method left no residual distortions. Supporting Figure S2 . (a) A distortion-free GE reference for volunteer V4 with the cumulative head rotation up to 6.9 performed during EPI acquisition compared with (b) the degree of distortion in raw EPI, (c) the accuracy of SDC and (d) the accuracy of jittered-TE DDC. Red lines highlight structures of interest (eg, brain boundaries, central sulcus). Distortions in SDC data reached up to 6.6 mm (green arrows, fifth row) and showed residual distortions of approximately 1.6 mm around the central sulcus (green arrows, sixth row). Unwarping with the jittered-TE method left no residual distortions. Supporting Figure S3 . Comparison of foot activation maps from volunteer V1 derived from standard (second row) and jittered-TE (third row) EPI runs without distortion correction. The fourth row shows a manually defined anatomical ROI in the foot region of the primary motor cortex. Suprathreshold voxels from t maps in the anatomical ROI are shown in the fifth row for standard EPI and in the sixth row for jittered-TE EPI. In the bottom row, mean BOLD signal change in suprathreshold voxels is plotted for standard (black) and jittered-TE EPI (red), showing very similar behavior.
